
Invasion Games
EYFS to Year 6

Send & receive a ball

Slide in both directions and begin
to dodge off one foot.

Increase my awareness of other 
children and the space 

we have to play in.

Start to make decisions about 
when to attack and when 

to defend

Pass accurately over short distances and 
then move into space without prompting

Use the width of the 
pitch when attacking 

to stretch the
opposition’s defence 

and pull opponents out 
of position

Receive a ball whilst I 
am on the move.
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Pass and then move into space 
to receive the ball back.

Manipulate the ball in a variety of ways to 
outwit an opponent in a one to one situation.

Cushion a ball & move the ball into
a good position to send

Signal non verbally 
when I want

to receive possession 
of the ball

Close the space down quickly between me andan 
opponent and then jockey awaiting the right moment 

to dispossess them.

Deceive opponents by feinting, 
faking and ‘giving the eyes’

Adopt high and low presses when working 
as part of a defensive tactic

Anticipate what is going to happen by 
reading my opponent’s body language

Create overloads by supporting the attack at the right 
time and targeting members of the opposition defence, 

giving them more than one opponent to mark.

Receive the ball on 
the half turn, thereby 
opening up the pitch 
and creating more 
angles for me to 

send the ball.

Mark an opponent directly, staying 
with them at all times.

Stay in a defensive shape and communicate
well with other defenders

Throw using underarm and
overarm and can sometimes

catch a ball thrown to me.

Run forwards & backwards whilst 
being aware of others and my 

environment. Dodge off both feet, 
evading others.

Begin to read the intentions 
of other players

Turn in a variety of ways enabling me to 
retain possession and evade opponents

Use a variety of ways of sending a ball and make good 
decisions about which technique to use under pressure.


